
INCOSE UK Technical Director Report, 2017 
This report details the activities of the INCOSE UK Technical Director for the period of June 2017 to 

September 2017. All details are correct as on 10th September 2017 

Groups 
One of the main engagement mechanisms for INCOSE UK is through the various Groups that are run 

by INCOSE UK Members under the auspices of the Technical Director. 

We currently have ten active Working Groups and increased activity in the Local Groups this year. 

This year we shall also be repeating the Group sessions at the ASEC and Group posters, as we have for 

the last three years at the ASECs. 

The day-to-day running of the groups and general management has ben shifted to the President-Elect 

with overall responsibility remaining with the Technical Director 

Report and other publications 

Reports 
There were no new formal reports in this period.  

Z guides - review of guides 
The review of all Z-guides is ongoing. 

Where appropriate ownership of the various guides will be transferred to appropriate Working 

Groups. 

Don’t Panic – the absolute beginners’ guide to model-based systems engineering. 
The new book is selling well. In addition, sales of ‘Don’t Panic’ are also increasing sales of other 

publications, such as ‘Think Engineer’ and the Competencies Framework’.  

An article promoting the series and asking for submissions was published in Preview. 

INCOSE UK ASEC 
We have had another strong set of papers this year, with 20 submissions and the best 11 being chosen 

for publication with a reserve paper. 

Training Day 2017 
We had a strong turn-out for the Training Day and also ran the ASEP certification course. 

Outreach activities 
The following outreach activities were carried out by the Technical Director: 

- Two other STEM events already booked for 2018 

 

Dissemination 
The LinkedIn and Twitter accounts remain active. We now have a blog, which is largely inactive, and 

Preview has moved to an electronic format. 

INCOSE UK Enterprise Architecture 
This has been an ongoing activity as part of my initial Technical Director pledge. The first version of 

this was presented at the INCOSE UK Council meeting in June 2016. 



In February, the Technical Director applied for INCOSE Foundation funding to further this work and a 

grant of $2500 has been awarded. We will be looking to INCOSE UK for the remainder of the funding. 

This award will be announced at the IS in Australia in July. 

The initial training has been completed and population of the framework is being carried out as we 

speak. 

The INCOSE UK EA will also be the subject of a paper to be submitted to the ASEC 2017 (through the 

standard peer review process) and is also the subject of a workshop at the INCOSE EMEA WS in 

Mannheim in September 2017.  

Accredited training providers scheme 
The idea of an INCOSE UK accredited training provider scheme has been mooted and is currently in 

proposal stage, with the Technical Director talking about it at the upcoming Council meeting. 


